
Excessive relative risk." of cancer death per Sv 
of exposure (with 90% confidence limits) 

from IARC Paper 
All cancer'except Leukaemia 

LeUKaemia 

Nuclear worker -0.07 (-0.39 to 0.30) 2.18 (0.1 to 5.7) 

Atomic bomb survivors 
using linear interpolation 0.18 (0.05 to 0.34) 3.67 (2.0 to 6.5) 

proportionate increase perSv above the estimated cancer mortality 
rate in unexposed people. 

Excess relative risk of cancers other than leukaemia among 
atomic bomb survivors, 1950-1987 

from Unscear Report 
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demiological studies of workers involved 
in various aspects of the nuclear industry. 
These workers. whether employed in 
power generation, fuel reprocessing. re
search or other aspects of the industry. rep
resent an ideal study population for several 
reasons. First. their exposure to ionising 
radiation is very low and protracted over 
long periods. Second. they are monitored 

personal dosimeters. allowing for very 
accurate estimation of whole-body expo
sure levels. Finally. they generally have 
long, stable employment histories. making 
long-term follow-up feasible. 

In 1994. a combined analysis of stud
ies of cancer mortality in nuclear workers 
in the UK, US and Canada was published 
in Tile Lancet. This analysis of nearly 
100 000 workers found no significant 
association between radiation exposure 
levels and the rate of mortality from any 
form of cancer, apart from leukaemia and 

multiple myeloma. At the exposure levels 
under study, risk estimates were generally 
consistent with those estimates based on 
interpolation from the bomb survivor 
studies. However, the confidence interval 
surrounding the risk estimates for cancers 
other than leukaemia also included values 
that were consistent with low dose expo
sure actually having the effect of reducing 
cancer mortality. 

In order to improve the precision of 
these risk estimates, the International 
Agency for Research on Cancer. in Lyon, 
France. is coordinating a new study, based 
on nuclear industry workers in 14 coun
tries. Australia is participating, through 
the Australian Nuclear Science and 
Technology Organisation (Ansto), based 
at Lucas Heights outside Sydney. 
Although Australia has never adopted 
nuclear energy for commercial power gen
eration. Ansto has operated nuclear reac
tors since 1956, for a variety of research 

and applied purposes. Up to 9000 people 
have worked at Ansto since its establish_ 
ment, and flver half have been monitored 
for radiation exposure. 

As part of the international stUdy and 
with research funding from Ansto, epi
demiologists at the Universities of New 
South Wales and Sydney are carrying out 
a mortality study of all people who have 
worked at Ansto since it was established. 
The study, which has been endorsed by re
search et.hics committees at the University 
of New South Wales and the New South 
Wales State Cancer Council, involves ob
taining the radiation dosimetry records of 
all workers, and linking them to national 
mortality and cancer records. Statistical 
analyses will then be used to determine 
whether there has been any difference 
between the cancer in incidence and the 
mortality experience of the Ansto worker 
population and the New South Wales 
population as a whole. Analyses of the in
ternational study. which will ultimately 
bring together the combined experience of 
over 500 000 workers. will focus on the 
association between radiation exposure 
levels and cancer mortality. 

This international study should pro
vide the most,precise estimates possible of 
the effect oflow-dose ionising radiation. 
These estimates will then become the 
definitive basis for the setting of radiation 
exposure limits by regulatory agencies 
worldwide. They will also serve a: vital role 
in the ongoing discussion about the risks 
and benefits of nuclear technology, as the 
twentieth century draws to a close. 

Further reading 
Shimizu. Y. Scholl WI, Kato, H (1990) 

Cancer risk among atomic bomb sur· 
vivors,lAMA 264, pp. 601-04 

rARC Study Group on Cancer Risk among 
Nuclear Industry Workers, (1994) 
Direct estimates ofcancer mor;Jality due 
to low doses ofioniSing radiation an 
international stUC/rI. The Lancet, 344. 
pp.1039-43 

Unscear (1994) Report to the General 
Assembly. Sources alld effects ofionising 
radiation, United Nations Scientific 
Committee on Effects of AtomiC 
Radiation. New York 

!John Kuldor is Professor ofEpidemiology,I 
Sciiool ofCommunity Medicine utili National I 
Ccrztre ill HIV Epidemiology and Clinical 
Research at The University ofNew South Wales. J 
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We get' rather annoyed when 
dust lands on our c/ea,; washing .. 

The Australian dust·bowl· 

Harry Butzer 

Many readers Will remember the dust storms' 
that swept across Western Austraiia,'South' 
Australia and the western parts ~f New So~th 
Wales and Victoria in. May 1994. It is estimated 
that these storms removed 10-15 Q'liUion 
tonnes of topsoil from major farming districts 
and transported it acros$much of the conti
nent.Understanding the cause and effect of 
these major (lust events is important, as' their 
economic impact c~n be considerable, bQth in 
Australia; and in o~her c'ountries where' theY 
occur, 'such ·as North America and Africa. 

.. 

= 

~ 

. Melbourne Airport 1983 

T? mQS~, peo~ie,. dust' is mereiy a.~uisanqe.·lt gets 
.- In our eyes, Irritates our noses and ends l,Jp on 

'~he carpet. New Zealanders complain bitterly, . 
when the red dust Qf western Queensland and New 
S.oL)th Wales discolours thesn.ow on their. lovely moun~ 
tain peaks. It is however, the Australian farmers Who 
sutferth~ mdst during dust events. , 

. Dust storms. 
Dust storms are. size selectiv.ein th~ soil particles 
invQJved,:with onlythe 'smallest-particles being'trans~' 
ported out of the local area. Due to this selective nature 
.and the size of the areas involved (thousands of square 
kilometres), much of the eff~cts of wind erosion (the ero~ 
sion process that produces the dust in natllre) are 
difficult to measure.' . 	 . 

Effect on rural areas . . 
It is the smallest soH particles (usually less than 50 'IJm 

, or 0'.05 mm) arid organic matter that are lost in dust 
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starms. So. why are these small sail particles so. impar
tant? In answer to. this q!Jestian,we need to. cansider 
the make upaf these small sQil particles. 
. If weldak clasely a,t these sm?lll mineral and argan

ic partiCles, We find that many af the majar sail 
nutrients (nitrates ar phasphates) are attached to. them. ' 
As these I'lUtrients are n'ecessary far strong crap 
grawth, their lass can resurtin a substantial decrease in 
the productian patential (the tannage yield per hectare) 
oHhe wind-affected land. In arder to recover s.ome (but 
not alit) af this loss, it is necessary to apply mare fer- . 
tiliser, thus increasing the cost per tanne of grain 
produced on wind-affected land. Remaval of these fine 
partiCles also. reduces the maisture starage capacity af 
the soii.··, . 

As well as this loss in prod!Jction from the loss in , 
nutrie.nts and water storage, many young. plants are lost 
to the sand-blasting nature of the process. 

In economic terms, these effects are estimated'to 
cost Canada $368 milt\on per annu·m. The replc:)cement 
cost in nutrients from the Me.lbourne dust starm of . 
1983 is estimated to be about $4 million. 

Othe.r effects 
As the dust cloud moyes downwin<;l~ ,it inevitably pas~es 

. 

through POPlJlatedareas, cantributing to urban. air .pallu- ' . 
tion,. , . 

rhe mqst naticeableeffect is the reductian in visibili
ty. This is dependeot on the severity of the dust event 
and ranges from a slight haze to. majar dust cloud. In the 
warstcase,·visibility could be reduced to only afew me-Increasing the wrndspeed further will result in a number 
tres. This lass of visibjlity in populated areas. can present af particles being ejected from the' surface into the air 
a major problem for commercial aircraft. flow. When these ejected particles impact back upon 

As the dust settles over a populated area and the surface, more particles are ejecteq, thus starting an . 
people breathe in these tiny 
dust particles; people with 
asthma and similar condi
:· b ff·t d Th' t Ions can e a ec e. IS 

effect was clearly evident in 
the Ade.laide dust storm of 
May 1994, with a large i.n~ 
crease in asthma-related 

, avalanche effect. 
Once ejected, these particles 

.' . ". . 
It IS Important- that over-grazmg ..'.' 

move in one of three modes 
'of transport depending on " 

be avoided, :so that these cover size,sh~pe and density of 
. levels can be maintained. the particle ..These model3 
'. are s~spens/on, 

during the event. . 
So' far we have only considered what effects the 

dust storms have on the dust source and populated . 
areas, therefore to complete aur analYSis of the. effects 
we need to cansider how these storms impact on other 
areas. 

As a dust cloud rolls' across rural areas where it is no 
longer entrainir)g (gathering material), a certain amount af 
dust is deposited an the surface of the land and on 
plants. This can be quite advantageaus depending an . 
the am0unt that is depasiteci. A recent NASA study sug
gests that nutrients transported fram the Sahara have a 
direct effect an the grawth rates af parts af the Amazon 
jungle. This suggests that the dust transport processes 
form an integral part of the global ecosystem. 

ANNUAL FREQUENCY 
(IF EVENTS (1957-84) 
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Land degradation processes in Australia 

A 

B 
 400 mm median: annual ., ~ 

C Maliee region rC!infali (50 percentile) ~ 
0- Nullabor region 
E Coastal Western .Australia 

V ;; 
~ 

I J~ 
Pa.tterns of dust storm occurrence based upon meteoro
.logics/records in 149 stations (annual averages 1957-84) 

Blowing in the wi~d 
Consider a surface made up of s~parate particles which 
are held in place by.their own weighI' and some inter
particle bonding, Across this we willapply a low speed 
wind, which we will gradually increase. Initially there will 

be no. indicatian af motian, but at an increased lII!ind 

speed,. a number of particles will begin t6 vibrate. . 


.saltat/an and creep. 
'. The suspension made.(or 

dust mode) is gen.erally made up of particlesles$ than 
0.1 mm (or 100 I-lm) in diameter. Particles in this rn6de 
may be transported at '.altitudes up to six kilometres and 
over <;lista!1ces of up to 6000 km. 

Sa/tating particles (I::)etween 0.1 mm and 0:5 mm in 
diameter) leave 'the surface, but ;are too large to be sus
pended in the air flow. and quickly return to the soil 
surface. As these particles impact upon the surface, 
they initiate mavement of other particles' (in a similar 
way to a moving' billiard ball: hitting a stationarybailini~ 
tiates its motion) . .About 50 to 80 per cent of all the soil 
being transported is carried in this mode .. Due to the na
ture of this made, transport heights are generally less 
than SO cm, with distances traversed being of order of a 
few hundred' metres. 
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Bagnold's fluid and impact threshold relationships be
tween wind velocify and soil particle size. P[JftiCle size 
ranges of three modes of sediment transport .,-creep, , 
saltation and suspension. 

The remaining part!cles (larger than 0.5 mm) are 
transported in the creep mode. These particles are too 
large to be ejected from the surface and are therefore 
rolled along by the wind and impacting particles. The 

. distance covered by these particles rarely exceeds a few 
metres befare they are trapped by surface obstructi'ons. 

Conservation techniques 
There are two basic ways of controlling wind erosion 
redUCing the erosivity of the wind (the capacity af the 
wind to erode) ar decreasing the erodibility of the soil· 
(vulnerability of the soil to erqsion). ,. 

There are a number of techniques avail~ble for . 
achieving acombination of .these two conditions. Let Lis. 
now consider some of the m.ore common techniques in 
detail. . 

Cover management.· 

In this technique, cover (such as stubble f~om a wheat 

crop) is. allowed to remain on the surface after a pad

dOck has been cultivated. This leaves the surface of the 

paddock with a protectivecQver, thus reducing the wind. 
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erasion. There is however, a critical amount of cover that 
is r~quired for maximum protection. This critical cover 
level can now be determined from either empirical data 
or from mathematical models.' 

This technique can als6 be applied to g~azing areas, 
where a good amount af ground cover is required ·to 
prevent wind erosion. Thus from the graziers' point af 

. view, it is important that over-grazing be avoided, so 
that the~le cover levels can be .maintained. 

Wind breaks~ . 
. This is a common method of wind control in areas of in
tEmsive agriculture and horticulture. Wind breaks work 

, by reducing the wind. speed and the wind fetch (unob
structed upwind distance from a particular point). 
However as Winds can come from any direction,these 
barri.ers require careful planning to be effective. 

-, . '" 

. Strip cropping' 
In this technique farm land is divided into. sfrips perpen~ 
dicular to the erosive wind qirectian. This reduces the 
wind fetch, and thus reduces the erosive strength of the 

'wind. Also the cropped area may trap sbroe sqltating 

particles, preventing their escape from the paddQck. 

This method is uncommon il! Australia, due to the. mixed 
farming canditions (grazing.and cropping together) that' 
exist in Australia. it is also a cammon practice for water 
erosion control. 

.Current research 
In the past ten years our knoWledge of wind erosion and 
natural d4st processes has increased significantly. 
However, .advances h~ve been slow when campared 
with those seen in water erosIon processes. This has 
been largely due to the difficulty in abtaining experimen- , 

tal results from simulated events. However, with new 

measurementtechnology, it is now possible to get 

better experimental results from actual events. These 

techniques are enabling scientists to examir')e wind 

erosion and dust transport in more detail.. . 


'. The majority af these new.experiments are designed 
to increase our 'knowledge of where wind erosion fits into' 
the global ecosystem. As a result af these experiments, 
better models are being developed, to predict the . 
~mount of dust transported, and its final resting place. 

While these models are mainly predictive, they can 
also be used to gain an understar)ding .of the environ

. mental processes that shaped the Earth during the 
Quarternary Era, 2.4 million years ago. As a result of 
these studies our New Zealand friends may have to 
change their opinionabaut Australian dust. 

Harry Butler is an AssoCiate Lecturer in Maths arid computing 
at the University of Sou.thern Queens/ahd. He completedunder~ 
graduate studies at the University of New England, and is . 
currently undertaking a PhD in modelling at Grjffith' University, 
His main interests are.in modelling Wind erosion and sed/merit 
transport systems. . 
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